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Dehkhoda Persian-Persian Dictionary is an app that lets
you translate & find meaning for any word in PersianPersian dictionary through free and easy gestures!
Dehkhoda Persian Dictionary is a desktop application
with a fully intridigible database of Persian words â a
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Dehkhoda Persian-Persian Dictionary Full
Version
1) 1.0 Dehkhoda Persian-Persian Dictionary full version
2) 2.0.0.1 Dehkhoda Persian-Persian Dictionary full
version 2.0.0.1. See full version in the description. : You
need to play on the App Store. If you play on Google
Play on iOS and you get an errorÂ . This is a dictionary
for the Iranian Dehkhoda lexicon. All words and their
translations are categorized. It's search and retrieval of
lexicographical information. The Dehkhoda Dictionary
or 'Logatnameh-Dehkhoda' is the dictionary and
dictionary series. Alshahedâ€™s Dehkhoda dictionary:
edition and revision of the Ù„ØºØªâ€ŒÙ†Ø§Ù…Ù‡Ù”
Ø¯Ù‡Ø®Ø¯Ø§ â€Ž. Persian (Persian: ،Iraniâ€Źgâ€Ž; in
Persian, Pâ€Žahn) is a Persian language native to Iran,.
Publication of original English-Persian dictionaries is an
important step in the process of promoting theÂ .
Persian-Persian dictionary by Ali-Akbar Dehkhoda, 16
volumes, 2000 years of cultural contact. In which not
only the Iranian language, is described, but also the
people who speak it,. This dictionary, published by the
Dehkhoda Institute and Ćæshâ€Œâ€Ž (Persian),
includes 15 volumes and is. state of Iran's literary
history with the exception of the history of Persian
language, most translations and transÂ . Persian English Dictionary - Ali Akbar Dehkhoda - Free Online
Persian and English Dictionary. Free Download
Dehkhoda Dictionary in PDF Format. free download
onlıne Directory of Persian Studies: Dictionary of
current. Some 350,000 lexical items in both modern
Persian and Classical. except in the 8th edition, English
terms are quoted in their original form. Search
dehkhoda dictionary. The Dehkhoda Dictionary
(Persian: Ù„ØºØªâ€ŒÙ†Ø§Ù…Ù‡� 6d1f23a050
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